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National Advanced Drilling and Excavation Technologies Program 
Fifth Meeting 
of 
Interested Federal Agencies 
Meeting Summary 
The fifth meeting of Federal agency representatives interested in advanced drilling and 
excavation technologies took place on January 17, 1995. The Geothermal Division of the U.S. 
Department of Energy (DOE) hosted the meeting at the Washington, D.C., offices of DOE. 
Representatives from the National Science Foundation, U.S. Bureau of Mines, National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration, U.S. Army and various offices within the Department 
of Energy attended. The meeting agenda is provided in Appendix A and a list of attendees can 
be found in Appendix B. 
Allan Jelacic, Acting Director of the Geothermal Division, opened the meeting by welcoming 
the participants and having attendees introduce themselves. He explained the purpose of the 
meeting was to exchange information on the various FY 1995 research efforts in drilling and 
excavation underway or planned by the agencies and to discuss a prospective research 
coordination agreement under consideration in the Department of Energy. 
Dr. Jelacic reported that a coordination agreement had been negotiated among five DOE offices 
(Fossil Energy, Environmental Management, Civilian Radioactive Waste Management, Energy 
Efficiency, and Energy Research). The agreement represents an initial attempt to coordinate the 
various research interests of the offices under the auspices of the National Advanced Drilling 
and Excavation Technologies (NADET) program. Under the terms of the agreement, each office 
retains independent control over its research program but shares information with the other 
offices. The five offices have identified research projects totalling over $10 million in FY 1995 
funds that come under the agreement. Other Federal agencies may participate in the agreement, 
and Dr. Jelacic invited them to do so. 
Dr. Jelacic reported that a new survey had been mailed out the previous week seeking volunteers 
to participate in planning, peer review, and research for the NADET Program. Apart from the 
survey, he reported, NADET is being promoted through a newsletter, industry meetings, 
technical presentations and papers, and a brochure currently in preparation. 
Two studies being co-funded by the Geothermal Division and Morgantown Energy Technology 
Center - a review of Russian technical drilling literature by Maurer Engineering and a drilling 
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systems study underway at Sandia National Laboratory were mentioned. The report on Russian 
drilling is virtuaUy done, but requires editing before publication sometime this spring. The 
Sandia report will evaluate advanced technologies against basic drilling functions and should also 
be completed this spring. 
Biu Luth, DOE Office of Energy Research, was recognized for his efforts in "jump starting" 
the research and development (R&D) phase of NADET through the inclusion of an advanced 
drilling category in the Small Business Innovative Research (SBIR) solicitation. The solicitation, 
which closes March 1, 1995, was sent to all 300 persons on the NADET mailing list. 
According to Dr. Jelacic, the ultimate cost of the NADET program could be $250 - $500 million 
over eight years, with the government contributing up to 60 % . Appendix C contains a copy of 
Dr. Jelacic's slides. 
Peter Smeallie, ROM, asked about the current status of the proposed "NADET Institute. 'I Dr. 
Jelacic answered that DOE has received an unsolicited proposal from the Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology to establish such an institute and that a decision should be reached in 4 to 6 
Weeks. 
Roy Long, DOE Yucca Mountain Project, presented an overview of DOE'S radioactive waste 
isolation project in Nevada. He reported the project's 25-foot diameter tunnel boring machine 
(TBM) is currently operating and is 450 feet down an inclined tunnel. The tunneling was very 
slow initially due to unexpected rock types for which the TBM was not designed. Efforts are 
underway to speed the progress of the TBM. Mr. Long also briefly outlined the project's 
surface drilling activities involving the LM300 rotary rig and dual-wall drilling system designed 
for the project. The system, which incorporates air as the drilling fluid, is designed to protect 
the borehole environment to obtain uncontaminated core samples. Their office, Mr. Long 
stated, is interested in developing improved polycrystalline diamond compact (PDC) bits, 
thermally stable polycrystalline diamond (TSP) bits, tubular technology, directional drilling, and 
the ability to know the exact drill bit location at all times. Mr. Long's handouts are presented 
in Appendix D. 
A1 Yost, of the Morgantown Energy Technology Center (METC), described the Center's 
program as focussing on the development of an advanced evolutionary drilling system that results 
in significant cost reductions by the year 2005. The program seeks to be sensitive to the market, 
attempting to balance technology and market pull. In studying underbalanced drilling fluids, 
including air, mist, foam and aerated muds, METC has found significant improvements in cost 
and penetration rates over traditional water based muds. Tests in Alberta, Canada, achieved 
faster penetration rates using an air rotary system and even faster rates using an air hammer 
system. Mr. Yost pointed out that underbalanced systems perform differently in differing 
geological environments and would need to be tested in many different geologic basins. Drilling 
systems under investigation by METC include percussion drilling, high-pressure jet-assisted 
drilling, and air motor drilling. Other projects being pursued by METC include slim hole 
electro-magnetic measurement while drilling, slim hole high-speed, high-torque systems, near-bit 
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sensors, a study of Russian downhole motor technology, an advanced drilling system study, 
motorless directional drilling and high pressure rotating head. A copy of Mr. Yost’s view 
graphs is presented in Appendix E. 
Stan Calvert, DOE Geothermal Division, presented the Geothermal Division’s drilling R&D 
program. He said the Division is providing joint funding with DOE’S Fossil Energy Office for 
a 50/50 industry cost shared project to improve PDC/TSP drill bits. The newly developed 
rolling float meter is proving successful in the early detection of drilling fluid lost circulation 
episodes. The program is also evaluating a Doppler flow meter for the same purpose. For 
treating lost circulation zones, the Division is developing a drillable straddle packer, a wireline 
porous packer, and cementitious muds. Other areas Mr. Calvert described included acoustic 
telemetry and slimhole drilling. Appendix F contains a copy of his presentation. 
Garrett Hyde, U.S. Bureau of Mines, reported that his agency’s mission has evolved from 
mineral extraction to remediation of environmental problems resulting from mineral extraction. 
The agency does not currently support any drilling R&D. He characterized his organization as 
more of a user rather than a developer of technology. The agency does fund about $6 million 
per year to develop in situ extraction methods. 
Steve Brody and AI Willoughby, both of the National Aeronautic and Space Administration, 
briefly described the Mission from Planet Earth program and its interest in drilling and 
excavation technologies. The program is interested in the long term commercial use of the solar 
system. One possible NASA application of drilling and excavation technology is a launch 
system incorporating a long tunnel in a mountain, through which a missile would be accelerated 
by magnets along the walls of the tunnel. Their presentation can be found in Appendix G. 
Rhonda Lindsey, DOE Bartlesville Project Office, outlined her office’s drilling related R&D. 
She reported they are supporting programs in synthetic diamond drill bits, top drive rig failures, 
wellbore stability, underbalanced drilling, advanced horizontal coiled tubing drilling, and 
paraffin control. Ms. Lindsey’s handout material is included in Appendix H. 
Ian MacGregor, National Science Foundation, reported his agency supports a number of drilling 
projects. He anticipated they will sign an agreement with Germany on February 23, 1995 to 
begin a multilateral scientific drilling program. Japan and France are expected to also join soon, 
and possibly Britain, Canada and Mexico later. The program will be science driven and drilling 
projects will be selected based on a review of scientific merit. 
Bill Luth, DOE Office of Energy Research, reported on the Continental Scientific Drilling 
program of his office. He pointed out that the Salton Sea Scientific Drilling Project, a deep 
exploration of the Salton Sea geothermal field in California, was sponsored by his program. The 
program is proposing to drill across the San Andreas fault at a number of locations and depths 
to determine whether or not the fault is a high pressure one. Dr. Luth’s office is interested in 
basic research into interaction between drill bits and rock and sensing ahead of the bit while 
drilling. 
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George Gazonas, Army Research Laboratory, reported that his office does not support drilling 
R&D, but that some of their research overlaps drilling research. His program's three areas of 
research include interior ballistics (the inside of the gun), exterior ballistics (the path of 
projectiles) and terminal ballistics (target penetration mechanics). A paper authored by Mr. 
Gazonas, Appendix I, describes the possible applications of military technologies to drilling. 
Jeffrey Mora, Federal Transit Administration, said that while his agency does not support 
research and development, it is interested in NADET because of the great amount of money 
spent for mass transit tunneling. His office sees its role as a transfer agent of technology rather 
than a developer of technology. 
The meeting was then opened for general discussion. 
Dan Entingh, Princeton Economic Research, Inc., recommended if the NADET interagency 
group is intended to evolve into a cohesive group of R&D managers, then the process should 
start soon. 
In response, Allan Jelacic stated that the focus of NADET has been to attract as many interested 
parties as possible, improve communications between those parties, and evolve the relationships 
amongst the parties toward those outlined in the coordination agreement. As far as R&D 
management, he envisioned that being left to the individual sponsoring agencies. 
Bill Luth said that everyone needs to feel they win, and that the collaborative effort will evolve 
as trust evolves amongst the collaborators. 
Allan Jelacic displayed a slide of organizational options (Figure 1) and noted that the group 
seemed to be in the mid range of the options listed. 
Peter Smeallie asked if any private industry organization is devoted to the advancement of 
drilling R&D or if anyone is making presentations before Congress on behalf of NADET. He 
noted that Congress is currently interested in research that crosses agency lines and suggested 
that the Drilling Engineering Association @EA) could approach Congress. 
Allan Jelacic noted that a concerted effort is needed to bring in industry groups to participate 
in NADET and that hosting regional workshops could be key to integrating industry into 
NADET. 
Peter Smeallie announced the creation of the "Advanced Rock Mechanics Association (ARMA)," 
with himself as the Executive Director. ARMA was established in October 1994 as an umbrella 
association organized to work for the advancement of the science and practice of rock mechanics 
and rock engineering. ARMA's objectives include acting as a proponent for all firms involved 
in rock mechanics and rock engineering, and assisting in technical transfer and information 
exchange efforts. 
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Lynn McLarty, DynCorp, expressed the opinion that because the success of NADET will 
depend on the involvement of industry not only for cost-shared funds but also for obtaining 
appropriations from Congress, the efforts of the NADET interagency group should become 
focused on soliciting involvement from industry. 
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Fifth Meeting 
of 
Interested Federal Agencies 
January 17, 1995 
Hosted by 
Geothermal Division 
U.S. Department of Energy 
1:OO pm 
1:30 pm 
1:40 pm 
2:OO pm 
3:30 pm 
4:OO pm 
Registration - Room 8E-089 
Forrestal Building 
Welcome/Introduc tions 
Update of Activities Concerning the NADET Program 
Reports of Current Research Interests of 
the Federal Agencies 
Open Discussion 
Closing Remarks 
John Mock 
Allan Jelacic 
All 
All 
John Mock 
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Geological Survey 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
DOE Morgantown Energy Technology Center 
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NADET Program Stakeholders 
Govern men t 
Agencies rl 
Industry 
4# 
I) 
National /- 
/ Laboratories U n ive rs i ties 
1 
NADET Program Phases 
1 
Phase I: Feasibility Analysis and 
Program Planning 
Phase 2: Development of Advanced 
Technologies; Building and 
Field Testing of Prototype 
System 
Phase 3: System Commercialization 
Estimated NADET Funding 
80 
70 
60 
50 
40 
30 
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I O  
0 
2% 
2w 
1% 
100 
50 
0 
/ Cum u I ative Funding 
75 
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7 Year 8 
Government Industry 
Spreading the Word about NADET 
* Newsletter 
* Industry Meetings / Technical Papers 
* Brochure 
Background Studies 
I 
* Review of Russian Literature 
* Systems Analysis 
I Defense 
Waste I Disposal Geoscience I 
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Review of Russian Literature I 
* Mechanical Techniques 
* Hydraulic Techniques 
*Thermal Techniques 
* Electrophysical Techniques 
* Combined Techniques 
* Chemical Techniques 
Review of Russian Literature I 
*Title: Novel and Advanced Technologies for Rock Disintegration and 
*Objective: Review past and current Russian work on advanced 
drilling technology and publish results including 
technology limitations and need for further R & D. 
Drilling Wells (Russian Technology) 
*Performer: Team of 9 Russian Drilling Experts led by Dr. Moisey 
Eskin and directed (coordinated by) William C. Mauer 
* Principal Investigator: William C. Maurer 
* Budget: $45,000 - DOE/GD 
$25,000 = DOEIMETC 
* Expected Completion Date: May, 1995 
Advanced Drilling Systems Study 
I ~ 
* Title: Advanced Drilling Systems Study 
* Objective: To identify advanced drilling concepts and 
evaluate these concepts from the perspective of 
the entire system required to drill, maintain, and 
complete a well. 
* Performer: Sandia National Laboratory 
* Principal Investigator: Kenneth Pierce 
* Budget: $300k 
* Expected Completion Date: Spring, 1995 
1 
Advanced Drilling Systems Study 
I 
* Ba sic Drilling Functions: 
Transmission of energy to the syste 
Reduction of the rock 
Directional drilling and control 
Sensing and communication betwee 
Borehole maintenance and well control 'w 
operator 
. ..'  ... 
I Advanced Drilling Systems Study == 
Expected Outcomes 1 
* Provide system descriptions: 
Basic and function descriptions 
Environmental and safety concerns 
Particular capabilities and advantages 
System technical I financial limitations 
* Estimate capital and operating costs 
* Assess performance: 
Relative to current technology 
Variation with rock type and hardness 
Rate of penetration (order-of-magnitude) 
* Identify common problems 
* Outline possible development program: 
Technical problems and needs 
Likelihood of success 
Advanced Drilling Systems Study -- Systems 
Investigated 
I ~~ 
* Standard "conventional" tech nology 
* Advanced "conventional" technology 
*Water JetlRotary Hybrid 
* ExplosivelRotary Hybrid 
* SparWRotary Hybrid 
* Microwave/Rotary Hybrid 
* Hydraulic Hammer 
* Thermal Spallation Jet 
* High-pressure Jet 
*Spark Drill 
* Explosive Drill 
* Pulsed-Laser Water Jet 
* Plasma Arc 
National Research Council Study -- 
Recommendations 
r 
National Research Council Study == 
Recommendations 
* Incremental improvements of present drilling technology 
E Cutting materials, bearings and bits 
Environmentally benign fluids 
E Downhole motors 
Novel drilling technology 
* R 8i D program a national effort 
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YMP 
DEVELOPMENT INTERESTS 
0 TUNNEL BORING MACHINE TECHNOLOGY 
0 
DUAL-WALL DRILLING TECHNOLOGY 
DRY, HARD-ROCK DRILLING & WIRELINE CORING 
(LOW FORMATION DAMAGE) 
(INCREASED PENETRATION IN HARD ROCK) 
PDUTSP' BIT TECHNOLOGY 
TUBULA.R TECHNOLOGY 
0 CUTTINGS CONTAINMENT / SAMPLING TECHNOLOGY 
0 DIRECTIONAL AND ANGLE DRILLING TECHNOLOGY 
(COMPOSITES - FATIGUE RESISTANCE) 
YUCCA 
MOUNTAIN 
PROJECT 
YMP 
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS 
YUCCA 
MOUNTMN 
PROJECT 
BALANCED AIR CORING CAPABILITY 
(14 INHG Vacuum At Rotary Head) 
I Estimates from Lyons, 
700 SCFM Flow Rate 
Who1 Rod & 6 IN.Pi 
Air and Gas Drilling Manual, 
CANNOT CORE - 
INADEQUATE CLEANING 
1 4 1 3 1 2 1 1 1 0 9  8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0  
VACUUM (INHG) 
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Ejector Subaaembly 
Ejactor Geometry and Deff nldons 
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Field Experience with IVireline Coring through a Qual Wall Drilling System 
R Long 
Department of Energy 
Yucca Mountlun Site Charactmatron Project 
Las Vegas. Nevada 
E. Wright 
R a y ~ e o n  SmicTs Nevada 
Las Vegas. Nevada 
In t rod uct ion 
Dual Wall drilling systems have been used for many years in 
the mining industry toobtainrelativelyuncontarmnatrd samples 
of potential ore bodies from deep boreholes. The Depanment 
of Enerey's Yucca Mountain Site Characterization Project 
Of ice  (YMP) is presently utilizing an extension of ths tech- 
nology (Long el al. 1992) to acquue subsurface sampies for 
study of the unsaturated zone overlaying a horizon of volcanic 
rock which will potentially host the nation's first undergound 
repository for hgh level nuclear waste. A thorough under- 
standing of the "undisturbed" nature of the unsaturated zone is 
essential for determining the suitability of the site to comply 
with licensing requirements which presently require consider- 
ation of conditions over a penod of 1O.OOO years As a result 
of h s  need for detailed scientific dormation, the sampling 
svstem for the site Leertical borehole propam at Yucca htoun- 
tain must be able to acquire continuous core and leave the 
borehole as close to in situ conditions as possible. Tne dual 
wall sampling system developed through Y M P ' s  Prorcppe 
Drilling Program has proven successhl in acquiring geologic 
sa-riplrs suitable for site characteruation nudies. 
The YMP initiated field drilling operations on its fust deep 
unsaturated zone exploratory borehole at Yucca Mountain. 
Nevada. in the Spring of 1992. This present I2-1/4 mch 
diameter borehole. UZ- 16. is planned to a depth of approxi- 
mately 1700 feet (40 feet below the water table). Drillmg has 
been llrmted to daylight only operations. 5 days per ueek .  
because of the startup of several segments of the field p r o p a m  
Though little recognized. the dual wall sampling method 
actually increases overall efficiency for single shLA operations 
because i t  allows for the dual wall pipe to be left in the hole 
dunng periods of inactivity without fear of hole conditions 
deterioratmg to a point that operations are affected. 
Experience to date indicates that difficulties associated with 
dn l l ing  and coring in a dry. abrasive environment to the 
planned depths of approximately 2600 feet appear manage- 
able. Program lllltiatives are now focused in the follou.ing 
areas: I )  Reduction of the time required to accomplish the 
intensive sampling; 2) Improving overall system resistance to 
fatigue,  and: 3 )  increasing capability for successful 
uncontaminated sampling (both core and borehole) at rnaui- 
mum planned depths. 
U. Clanton. returd. 
Depanment of EMF 
Yucca Mountam Site Characlenzatron Project 
Las Vegas. Nevada 
D. Wonderly 
Rqnolds Electncal and E n p m g  Cornpan! 
Yucca Mountam Site Charactmation Project 
Las Vegas. Nevada 
System Description 
Figures I through 6 are added to facilitate discussion ot' the 
vanous downhole and surface components of the dual udl 
sampling system. The first two figures are taken from Long et 
al, 1992. and depict the basic dowhole cormg and reaming 
components. As shown in l i p r e  I ,  core is taken wth a CHD-  
I O  I ( 3 . 7  mch OD rod) conng asembih through 9 - 3 8  uich OD. 
by 6 inch ID. dual wall dnll pipe A 2 1 mch diameter core is 
retneved in t h~s  manner leaving a 4-3/6 inch core track and a 
12- 114 inch finished borehole Au is cuculated in a con\'en- 
tional manner dunng coring. donn thc mside of the core r o d  
and back to surface between the core rod and inner tube of the  
dual wall pipe. A vacuum is used to insure that a preferential 
path is maintained at the r e m g  bit for the curtings and air to 
be pulled into the dual wall pipe mstead of being bloun around 
the reaming bit and contaminating the horchole Some nsk of 
formation damage is accepted m the core t a c k  in order to 
acquire core; however. the worst of h e  damag should be 
removed during the reaming cycle 
WIAEUNE LATCH 
OUTER CORE BARREL 
INNER CORE BARREL 
Figure 1. Wireline conng with the dual wall system 
Core samples y e  taken as much as 40 feet ahead of the dual \+all 
rearrung assemhh m t\pical urnline maements of I O  fect e x h  
The maumum core-ahead interval of 40 feet. estahbshed dunng 
the Protohpc: h l l i n g  Program. appears to also be a present 
hnctional Imiit tnr opmtions at Yucca Mountam The l m k  
core rod u\uclll\ hcpnns to dewate e\cessivel~ b o n d  40 feet 
causing dillicullie dunng the ream down cycle 
I 
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DUAL WALL PIPE 
ROLLER CONE 
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Figure 2 shows the ream doHn cycle Again. J vacuum 
utillzed to msure that a preferential return path for tnc cut t ings  
remains inside the dual wall pipe Locally high prrssure air  is 
used to clean the cutters on the reaming hit. How\ ,e r .  net 
injection into the formation is avoided by insunng that morc air  
i s  withdrawn than is mjected This conlrol a h  applies during 
conng. at least at h e  top of the core track at h e  reaming bit 
This process ofdual wall reaming is also referred to as halanced 
air drilling and results in minimum contamination of the 
horehole wall. 
Recent reaming hit designs have mcorporated a mditication rn 
the throat of the bit. an ID reduction to 4-lE incnes This 
modification centrakes the CKD- 10 1 conng sys~m mside the 6 
inch~pipeusedasthelnnertu&ofthedual \~al lpi~.  Thissize 
of dual wall pipe was initially intended for a l v g a  coring 
assembly (CHD-134). The CHD-101 s m b l y  \ v x  u . 4  to 
reduce hction losses and insure a vacuum IS w n m x d  31 the 
reaming hit at all tunes during w i n g .  Th~s results in the core rod 
h g  operated in an environment it was not d e s p e d  for. a mall 
pipe in a "large" hole. Problems caused by h s  m\ironrnmt and 
solutions are discussed in subsequent szctions 
Fi,-;-e 3 shon.s L!e !-;:out of the r,g ar.d SL<?C= tq::;zs: Thc 
main component of thc: system is the one-of-a-bd LhI-300 dnU 
ng. dscussed in Long ef 01 ( I  992) The other major componmrj 
are laid out in a somehat  quadrangular faduon The pipe rack 
is in the foreground and to the nght of the ng mast I t  is 
perpendcular to the rig and parallel to the air compressor package 
at the far end of the dnll site. To the unmdiate nght o i  h e  pipe 
rack are the sampling cyclone. vacuum truck and meter run Lvhich. 
m e  or less. f m  a h e  parallel to the d d l  rig. Ar passes 
counterciochwise around the quadrangle from h e  comprtsson: 
mtil i t  finally is filtaed and exhausted at the mem run 
Figure 3. Lavout of the dnll rig and surface cqupment 
~ 
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Figurn 4. Inlet side of air circulation ~ s t e m  
Figure 4 shows the detail of the.lnlet side of the air circulation 
?stem. Air passes from the compressors. on the right. to the air 
processing and metering system. center, and down the mado ld  
where equipment in the whte truck on the lefl. injects Sulfur 
Hesafluoride(SF,)tracerat amcentrationof0.75 t02.5 pamper 
million. Two Atlas Copco. I200 CFM. oil-less comprssors are 
used to supply the air. althougb there is no requirement for oil k 
air from the compressors. The air processing and metering ?stem 
drops out any system oil; However. i t  was primarily designed to 
drop out free water formed when the air temperature in i t s  c o o h g  
section is brought to w i h  IO degrees (Fahrenheit) of ambient 
condtions. Relatively cool air without 6ee water is required to 
msure that in situ geochemistry is not compromised d u n g  the 
coring process. 
The flexible. braided steel covered air line is shonn connected 
to the side of the ng mast in figure 5 (right center) Hard line 
carries the air up the mast to hoses connected to the tophead 
dnve and connector subs. The larger line to the right of the air 
line is the discharge line to the sampling cyclone. Also kisible 
in ths figure is the pipe handling system (lower center) which 
is used to llft the 20 foot long sections of dual ual l  pipe into 
position for running in and out of the hole Each section of dual 
\ v i 1  rcd \\ei@s approslmately 1200 pounds Tne p y x  handl ing 
s\-aern \ v u  added prir~~arily for safet); Ho\\-e:\.c. siplficant 
a \ . m p  in dud  wall pipe trip time were also realized 
F ~ R  5. Inla air he. d d w g e  air h. and p;Pe h d l q  arm 
The discharge and sampling side cf the surface layout is s h o w  
in figure 6. Cunings laden air enters  the cyclone cn the right 
The majority of the cuttings are dropped out in the qclone for 
either sampling or subsequent disposal onto the conveyor belt 
when the air is turned off. An earlier study i.ni.estigated the 
possibility of installing a rotary gate valve on the tattom of the 
cyclone to allow continuous removal of cuttings d h g  drill- 
ing. Hoivever. no rotary gates were found to be presentl! 
availahle Lvhlch could handle both the vacuum on the discharge 
line and the large ahrasive cuttings produced durmg reaming. 
AIloLving the cunings to buildup in the bonorn of the cyclone 
d u n g  a single reaming cycle has  not been a probiem to date 
A n y  reduction in efficiency caused by operating the cyclone in 
h s  manner. does not appear to cause s ip f i can t  additional 
c-over of dust mto the bag filters 
I 
Figure 6. Cuttings removal q u r p m t  on discharge ar line 
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As mentioned previously. the uuck in figure 6 houses hoth the 
haghouse filters and settling tank (aft section) in addition to the 
blower (mid section hehnd cab) whch  generates the vacuum 
for the discharge line Air discharges from the truck b lowr  
though the meter run (visible in foreground) and is then 
discharged vertically The truck will be replaced in early I993 
with a separate haghouse and a more powerful blower. While 
the truck is adequate for dnlling t h s  first relatively shallow 
borehole. a more powerful svstem will he required for dnlling 
d q e r .  As depth increases. the success of the halanced air 
system will depend on closer control of air in and out of the 
horehole. The self cleaning bag type filter system has proven 
to be an operationally sound method for clearung the air for 
metering and for satisfying environmental requirements. 
Program Initiatives 
Planned improvements in h e  YMP's abiliv to acquire geologic 
samples can be summaflzed in h r e z  major headmgs: I ) Improv- 
ing samphg efficiency; 2) Improving durability of equipment 
and; 3) Improving capability of the system for uncontaminated 
s a m p h g  at greater depths. improvements in all three areas will 
he required to insure cost and schedule of the site vertlcal borehole 
program are minimized and scientific objectives are acheved. 
Improving Eflicieocy. Regardless of what dnlling system or 
specialized equipment is used  to acquire core, all managers 
mvolved in scientific dnlling need to fully appreciate the time 
requirements for an intensive, core based, samplmg program. 
Simply stated. any contmuous cormg program is going take 
time and i n c r e s  the risk ofdelavs caused b y  dtficult dr i l l ing 
conditions Whcn the requirement to consmct a I 2  to I 4  inch 
diameter. uncontaminated borehole is added tu the conng 
requirement i t  is not reasonable to expect overall penetration 
rate records to k achieved on the first borehole in the drilling 
p r o g m .  The IMP is presently pursuing the more practical 
approach of fun  concentrating on the basics and making 
certain that the scientific objectives are heing met. The second 
phase of that approach is to continually evaluate the process 
and make improvements along the way to reduce the time 
required to complete the program The mlrumurn core require- 
ment for acharacte-:zation program like that at Yucca Mountain 
is difficult to arcenain at the beginning of the propam The 
investigation is sunilar to wildcat dnlling in the oil industv I t '  
unexpected fearires in the rock are discovered. additional 
dnlling (or comg in this case) are required to assure an 
understanding of the geology. In order to mitigate the e t lk t  
of any potential increase in the requirement for core at Yucca 
Mountain (in addition to the need to reduce present planned 
schedule), the )Up is continuing to consider and evaluate 
methods to acqure suitable core more quickly 
Figure 7 shoHr the time analysis for Oper3tiOnS at uz- 16 
bough November. 30. 1992 The efficiency discussion !{ill  
be centered arocrnd considerations for reducmg lime shown in 
the categories n a e d  in the figure. The major categories can he 
discussed under the general headings: LM-300 Drill k g .  Core 
Bits. and Reammg Bits 
Figure 7. Time Analysis 
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L\!-300 Drill Rig. The ahove mentioned requirement for 
speed during coring \vas incorporated into the construction of 
the LM-300. The size of the rig J\varfs most mining i n d u e  
ngs. even Lane EKploraiop Drilling's new LM-300E which 
has even pcater pullhack capahility The sLze was required to 
he able to stand hack P minimum of 40 feet of core rod in the 
demck. This capahility allows the core rod to he pulled out of 
the hole quickly. therehy mitigating the impact of the continu- 
ous coring/reaming cvc1c.s on schedule. A higher mast is being 
considered for suhsequent rigs in order that 60 feet. or more. of 
core rod can be racked in the demck 
Rig maintenance and repair represents approximately 2 P ?  of 
the time. The majority of the repair time was associated with 
a changeout of transmissions. This is considered an unusual 
occurrence; repair time is expected to be much lower on 
s u k q u e n t  horeholes. Some reductions have already been 
made to the time required for startup and shutdown; however, 
most of the remaining t i m e  is caused hy routine servicing and 
is not considered feasihle to reduce. Some increase in mainte- 
nance and operation elfciency (-5%) is expected to result 
when operations are ahle to be conducted on a 24 hour per d a y  
basis. Additionally. some proposals for all electric r igs are 
heing considered whch are espected to require less servicing 
time. 
The pipe handling system for the Dual Wall pipe will likely be 
a requirement for all subsequent rigs. Because of the weight of 
the pipe ( I  200  pounds per 20 foot length). an efficient laydown 
system is the best and safest way to manage it .  An eficient 
laydom system will especially be needed if, as expected, a 
requirement for a 3000 foot depth capability for the dual wall 
?stem is realized. 
Core Birc. As shown in figure 7.  the time categories associated 
tvith coring, tripping the wueiine core barrel. and tnpping the 
core rod represent approximately 32% of the total operations 
tune: and coring alone represents approsunately 16°/b of total 
time. Much of h s  time is simp]) caused by the conrinuou.; 
coring operation. However. much of the conng tims and ! 
\vireline harrel tripping time has been associated ~ v i t h  shon ' 
core runs caused by jamming in the inner banel. Sipificanr 
vertical fractuing in h e  hard volcanic rock at Yucca Mountain 
makes i t  one of the most difficult areas to acquire core quickly 
UZ- 16 is being drilled in an area referred to as the imbricate 
fault zone. This area is more highly fractured than the res1 of 
Yucca Mountain and is charactntzed by both parallel. high 
angle fractures and intenals \\.here the rock is so broken thar 
only short pieces ofcore (6  mches or less) can be r m v e r d  for 
as much BS 20-30 feet at a time Anti-jam harrels have h w n  
attempted in these intervals with no success 
The highly fractured intervals also result in short run life on the 
PDC (Polycrystalline Diamond Cutter) core hits. Interesr- 
ingly, all PDC failures to date have occurred hecause of impact 
damage as opposed to excessive heating. The cool air (usuall! 
less than 100 degrees Fahrenheit). at 200-700 CFM. appears to 
provide adequate cooling and/or bottomhole cleaning to pre- 
vent sigmfkant heat checlung of the core bits in conditions of 
even the hardest rock. Figure 8 shows the types of core hits 
predominantly run to date at UZ-16 Aggressive cutting 
structures are desired because of the low rotarl; speed Iirnita- 
tions (around 60 RPM) associated with coring in totally dn. 
conditions. Drawbacks associated \rith the use of these 
aggressive cutting structures. such as vibration and core barrel 
stability, will be discussed later under improving durability 
A loose correlation between bit usage and degree of fracturing 
can be made from the left to right ordemg of the bits in  figure 
8. The PDC bits of the r)pe on the right are used h mtemals 
where there is little fracturing or the volcanic tuff is poorly 
welded (soft and/or friable), allowing for rnaumum penetra- 
tion rates. As fracturing increavs (usually noted by increased 
Figure 8. Small stone (20140) surface set bit. large stone (316) s d a c e  set bi t  PDC bit 
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and early hredage of the PDC cutters) a 3-6 stone per carat 
Cartwonado core bit is run This hit provides an agpressive 
surface .xt cutting structure relatively resistant to impact 
hreakage hecause of the amorphous structure of the diamonds 
The 20-40 stones per carat Carbonado surface set hit on the left 
is normally run in intemals of h g h  fractunng. Some premium 
diamonds were tried in approximately h s  same cutting struc- 
ture hut wore significantly more quickly than the Carbonados. 
The YMP will continue to push for improvements in cutting 
c t t i c i a y  and durahiliry ot‘the PDC cutting structures for dry hard 
rock ca ing  because of he i r  potential to provide core more 
quickly. Aquinng core quickly provides h e  follouing benefits 
considered essential to the success of the site characterization 
program: I )  Lncreasld probability that in-situ conditions are not 
sigdcantly dected by the coring pmess ,  and. 2) Increased 
probability of acheving essential site characterization goals 
w i t h  present budget and schedule. The relatively small cutters 
(-3Binchdiamefer)onthePDC bitinfigure8have beenrecessed 
into h e  mabw of h e  core bit face (especially on the gauge cutters) 
to increase cutting efficiency and durability. Thls reduces early 
kacrure failure of the cutters wtde still maintaining an aggressive 
cutting structure. Similar designs from various manufacturers are 
presently being evalluted at the Colorado School of h e s .  Earth 
Mechamcs Ressearch Institute. prior to being field tared at Yucca 
Mountain. h program wdl continue as a focus for development 
of PDC core hits for dry coMg at Yucca M o u n u  In the near 
future. PDC‘s with larger (-IC inch) cutters and antiwhul 
c h a r a c t m c s  are expected to appear on the scene. The increase 
in the aggressiveness of the cutting structure should sigrhcantly 
&ect penetration rate. however. as wdl be k u s s e d  in the 
durability SeCtlon. the vibration c a d  by h e  more aggressive 
cunlng shvcture will have to be adequately mnimizexi by the 
antiwturl design. It is recognmd that if a durable P I X  bit can be 
deseioped whch wil provide acceptable penetration rates at low 
hit weights (2000 pounds or less). m e  nms could potentially be 
longer than 40 feet. Thus. there is s ipfkant  interest in these more 
a g m i s e  smctwes because of their potential to reduce the 
number of coreheam cycles f i s  would have the -greatest lmpact 
on redLscmg schedule. 
Reaming B i r ~ .  In addition to h e  core bits. reaming bit cutting 
structures have also been studmi at the Earth Mechanics Research 
Institute. The moa promising structure to date is made f h m  a six 
m e  hip with the cones altematmg such that evm other heel 
pack is cuttmg both inner and outer gauge. Curters are still based 
on design criteria 4 a r  to standard triame rotivy bit designs. 
The most successful cutting sbucture to date has bum d a r  to 
a Hughes Tool Company J-22 bit whch represents an IADC bit 
classfication of 5- 1-7 or 5-2-7. Performance optimization for the. 
reaming bits in the unmdate  future &i l l  continue to be based on 
optlrmzation of rungsten carbide inserts (TCl‘s) on roller cane 
cuning mctures .  
Figure 9 shows the potential basis for improving r e m g  bit 
efficiency m hard rock dnllmg well beyond that presently 
available in roller cone structures. I t  is a cutting structure based 
on tunnel bonng machme (TBM) designs except that i t  is much 
smaller. l h s  slze reduction was made possible because of 
recent improvements in bearing technology. The Earth Me- 
chanics Research Institute is presently conducting tests on the 
Figure 9. Experimental disc cutter. 
n e u  cutter and hopes to have a 13- I4 mch diameter prototype 
bit available for testlng by the latter pan of I993 
Improving Durability. The term. improving durability. will 
be used in the contex? for ths paper to mean decreasing the 
probability of fatigue failure or increasing senice life of 
presently available drilling equipment Three areas presently 
bemg considered for hpro\.ements m durabiliy are 1 )  Dnil 
hg: 2)  Core Rod. and; 3) Dual Wall Pipe. These area are 
chosen b e c a w  they have the greatest potential for causing 
unespected delays in the present dn l lmg  environment at Yucca 
Mountain. 
Dnll Rig. Despite the unespected dfiiculties experienced 
with the transmission. the LM-300 has performed esception- 
all!.well to date. I t  has been large enough to handle the reaming 
and yet light enough to provide an escellent conng capability 
The only area for potential improvemmt m durabhy will he 
on design of future dnl l  rigs On subsequent ngs. electnc 
motors will I k l y  replace hydraulic motors Envuonmental 
considerations are as much a factor m hsdecision as Improve- 
ments m requlred service and senice Ide 
Core Rod. The core rrx! (hc ludmg core barrel) I S  arguably the 
weakest lmk in the downhole ?stem. The two p h q  reasons 
for h s  are. I ) The rod is not being used in  the environment i t  
was designed for, and; 2) The rod is undergomg cyclic stresses 
whch  i t  was not designed for and whch are r n a x m e d  by the 
~ aggressive cutting structures on the PDC core bits. Tne core 
rod of the dimensions used has a vibratory tendency \vhch I S  
d r i ~ m ,  by the “stick-:lip” motion of the more agpessive core 
bits. Although antiwhirl core bit designs hold some promise 
for mtigating this downhole phenomenon i t  is relativel). 
certain that other measures will have to be taken to acheve a 
reliable system 
As mentioned previously. the C H D -  I O  1 core r o d  is being used 
inside a 6 inch diameter dual ivall pipe In normal m n g  
i n d u o  coring, this rod is used inside a borehole between 3 and 
4-3/8 inches. In effect. “small pipe“ is being used to drill in a 
“large borehole” in Lhe present balanced an. dual wall sam- 
pling process. Because there are no standards for Lhls type of 
operation in the mining mdusn .  an analysis of the connections 
was performed by one of the W ’ s  contracton. Science 
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Applications International Corporation ( S A I C ) .  This s tudy  is 
interesting in that i t  is believed to be the fust time that API 
recommendations have been applied to m m g  industry tubulars 
and the study will he the suhject of a future paper. Two 
conclusions fiom the study peninent to this paper are: 1 )  The 
hending strength ratio of the present CHD-IO1 rod is on the 
order of 1.25. and: 2) MI recommends a bending suength ratio 
hetween 2.25 and 2.85 for rotary shouldered connections on 
small pipe in a large hole. The present bending suength ratio 
of the CHD- 10 I core rod connections indicates that it  is prone 
to fatigue failure in the last engaged thread of the pin if 
vibrations typical of those on whch  the API recommendation 
is based are encountered. A relatively simple solution has 
already been enacted to improve conditions. Core rod stock of 
ASTM A 5 19-4 I30 steel was availahle &om Longyear i v h x h .  
ivhen machined. would provide a connection with a bending 
strength ratio of 2.4. The OD of the new rod WBS increased 
from 3.70 I inches to 3.875 inches and the tensile strength ofthe 
pin cannectton was decreased by approximately 2 percent 
(slight reduction in pin area). Core rod weight was increased 
from approximately 8.8 to 14.2 pounds per foot. 
In summary, the new rod should be stiffer. more resistant to 
fatigue. and. therefore. bener able to handle the vibration and 
torque variations created by the more aggressive cutting SVUC- 
tures of the core bits. I t  is hoped that the new rcd will also help 
reduce the deviation tendency previously experienced during 
coring such that cordream cycles in excess of 40 feet can be 
achieved. 
Another characteristic of core rod with dimensions similar to 
the CHD- I O  I rod is a natural harmonic frequency of vibration 
ln the system with a peak occurring at approximately 1200 feet 
and 60-90 RPM. A separate paper is being presented in h s  
s)mposium on the specifics of the vibrational characteristics of 
the CHD- IO 1 rod. Thrs vibrational tendency is not damped 
hecause of the dry dnlling conditions and si&icantly in- 
creases the cyclic stresses on the tubulars. This remnant 
condition is considered contributory to the recent failure of the 
pin connection of the top reaming shell stabilizer of the core 
barrel at a depth of 1196 feet. A rearning shell in the same 
position failed in basically the same manner during prototype 
dnlllng at 1283 feet. Figures 10 and I I show the failed reaming 
shell. Figure I O  shous  the fatigue failure in detail while figure 
I 1  shows the inner machining of the reaming shell. The 
internal upset noted at the base of the shadow line inside the 
Figure 10. Rearmng shell fatigue fdu re  I 
reaming shell in f i p re  I I is the upset machined in the shell to 
ailow for the latches on the inner barrel to e n g a g  ar.d hold i i  
in place during conng. M e r  discussion \ b i t h  Lonpear. i t  \vas 
discovered that an additional 30.000 pounds of tensile strength 
could be obtained hy reducing the availahle ID of the pin arc2 
1/16 lnch This modification \vi11 be added to hiure reaming 
shells. 
D u d  Wu// Pipe. The outer tuhe of the dual-wall pipe is made 
of 9-5/8' diameter. 47 poundfoot. K-55 c u m g  stock This 
provides a tube of adequate strength and relatively hgh fatigue 
resistance for the relatively shallow depths anticipated in 
W ' s  drilllng program. The only anticipated change in this 
design will he a modification of the connection threads In 
order to make the connection more fatigue resistant the YM? 
will he requuing compliance ivith recently published p i d e -  
lines for reduction of root thread height on the- connections 
(Tsukano. 1990). 
Improving Capability. As mentioned previously. Y?vll"s 
first concern in the Site Vertical Borehole Program is to v d y  
that the scientific abjectives are being achieved. For 
uncontaminated sampling. thrs translates to developing confi- 
dence that the balanced a u  ?stem will function to t '  ne mawmun 
anticipated depth of 2600 feet. Estimates indicate that the 
present system should be effective at 2600 fee: as long as 
adequate momtoring and control of injection a d  withdrawal 
is maintained Some system changes m the process of 
being made and others are k i n g  planned to be:ter maintain 
control of dowmhole dnlling conditions. 
Surjace Equrpmenr Modifications are bemg made to both 
momtor and control functions of the surface eouipment to 
bener control dounhole conditions at greater ceztrs The 
requirement to momtor a u  rate m and out of the borehole \ r i l l  
be satistied by a system kom Fisher Controls uhich \ + i l l  
prokide a diptal readout on the driller's console o i  air rate in 
and out ofthe borehole Thrs rate will  also be digtail\ recorded 
ln order that alr volume can he mtegrated w i t h  time The 
system is anticipated to be mtalled bv the end of J a n u a n  
As mentioned previously. the present vacuum ns;em \ $ i l l  be 
replaced with a more powerful one capable of de!!\ enng I8 
mches of mercury vacuum to the tophead dnve \+ h!e arau ing 
-up to 7 0 0  SCFM of alr out of the borehole With proper usage. 
h s  system should be more than adequate for ail drilllng 
conditions 
Rgum 11. Machmed upset for latch 
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Downholc Equrpmcnr. The ultimate improvement m capabil- 
ity tvould hc: a r c m g  hit i t  hich hoth c a t s  and rems at the 
m e  time As noted in the time b r d d o u n  m f i p e  7 .  if 
uonng \va< accomplished during reaming. eliminating core rod 
tripping altogether. a potential for a 21% reduction of o\.crrall 
.sampling time mght k realized. Such a hit is king considered 
and \vi11 evmtujll~ he designed and tested aftc potential 
dfliculties with downhole circulation are proven to k elimi- 
nattd. An effective. halmced circulation system is essential to 
uncontammated sampling. 
The first step toward improving dowhole capabiliv will k to 
aupncnt rusting conliprations to m m c  the nsk of prob- 
lems uccurrmg dounhole. Two modifications being considered 
at this rime arc. I A wireline retrievable ccnm section for the 
open center reaming hits. and; 2 )  A venturi system located in 
the rearmng hit to augment the vacuum system d ~ g  d e p  
reaming and conng. 
The necd for a wirrlmc retrievable cater section for the rrarmng 
h i t w a s o h s c r v c d w t u l e d r i l ~ t h c h i ~ y ~ ~ i n r c r v a l s o f t h e  
imbricate fault m n ~ .  as pmiously & s c d .  If a ca-im StQiOn 
auld be dcvcloped which could be rn quickly on wireline. 
problems.with plugging of thc Qal wall pipe d m g  rearmng 
would he elirmnatal in addition. h s  fmm would allow cavlg 
hmher ah& of the dual wall than is p r m t l y  posible. 
A vrntUn system was tested duing prototype drilling and 
initiallv a p p d  hoth feasible and v c p  effective. The system 
operates from a ponion of the drilling air whtch is bled off and 
used to develop a pressure wave inside the dual wall pipe to 
fodaugmen t  the vacuum at the bottom of the hole. Tkc 
phenomenon is similar to the operation of an qector. howeva. 
the center of the pipe must be open and. therefore. the air has  
to be injected !?om the circumference of the inner tube of the 
dual wall. T a g  is planned in 1993 to invmgate  Lf the 
the new reaming bits to the 6 inch ID of the dual wall will 
provide enough mechamcat expamon U, stabdue the pressure 
wave. If h s  system is feasible. i t  would likely be used dunng 
rrarmng and might ellrmnatc the netd fordcveloping a wuelme 
rcrnevable c a t e r  section for the rraming biu. 
dlffwr pd11e  developed ~CWCCII the 4- IR inch ID b o a t  Of 
Summary and Applications Diicursbo 
€-ma to date uxiicatcs that mnmg miustry dual wall ard 
samples tn the unsafuracdunc vay closcto m SIN anxi~tlcus 
The m c c p t  oflarng a bcpvy walkd d d h g  st..;lg to prow a 
the formamn fim thc &ass ofca~armnahcm c a u d  by n d  
mulation of cunrngs past the famdncn fsoe. gppups sound 
Roblems wmiated with u t b n g  mmmg d u a y  oonng strings 
both mde dual wall pipe and m -ult dry m g  axld~tlons 
appear solvable wth anrnoon to applca110n and uy of 
appropnate API ncOmmendabaU 
Perhaps h s  demonstrated ftasibihty of c x ~ m o n  of apphca- 
tlon of mmg lnciuqf technology usrng oil lndunry guldclmcs 
and recommendations is the moa upf'icant dcmonstratlon III 
h s  paper It would appear that MI ~ c n d a u o n s  and 
dcngncnmacould be used to uctcnd tbcopcrrtloaal h u o f  
the dual wall pipe as long as the a d d m d  weight of the l~er 
weilne conng synnns can be l r L l k d  fa acqlnnng geologic 
Lghtcr cormg mmg h x l  difficult drillmg andrbcxls. OT to prowt 
sumg \\as accounted for Such a n.nm mqht  find appiicailon 
m harsh cnvironrnmts such a~ detp geothermal d n l l i n g  o r  ir. 
hi@\ m e r p r m e d  drillmg For the gas dnlling. i r ' ihc  
pnrnm cutting$ c m i n g  lluid \\as circulated inbidc the dual 
i tall ,  a \ ie ightd kill andlor hole conditiomg mud could hcr 
\e? slo~l!  p u m p 4  doun the outs[& o l  the dri l l  p i p  huch 
a s!stem would have the potential of m d i n g  dr i l l ing  in  
hazardous conditions mutme 
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Natural Gas Products 
Drilling, Completion, and Stimulation 
Mission 
To develop and promote DCS systems which are economically 
viable, reliable, highly efficient, environmentally 
acceptable and beneficial to the domestic natural gas 
industry. A balance of market pulVtechnology push will be 
incorporated into product planning to ensure that the needs 
of the market are met while the contributions of latest 
scientific breakthroughs are exploited. 
MISS1 ON. DCS 
FUELS PRODUCTS 
! 
. h  
. c  
C 
t 
Drilling, Completion, and Stimulation 
Goals 
To develop DCS product systems that efficiently extract 
natural gas through more cost-effective and environmentally 
compatible technology 
Objectives 
. .  . .  
t 
c 
C 
J 
Improve near-term economics/develop DCS products for 
u n de rbalanced/conv. dr illi n g and non -dam ag in g stimulation 
Develop mid-term advanced DCS systems that reduce cost or 
improve recovery of natural gas in the US. 
GOALS.DCS 
FUELS PRODUCTS 
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D R I L L I N G  AND E X C A V A T I N G  TECHNOLOGY N E E D S  
FOR SOLAR S Y S T E M  E X P L O R A T I O N  
. A NASA-DOE D I A L O G U E  
S T A G E  ONE: MISSION PERSPECTIVES 
F O R  D I S C U S S I O N  A T  THE 
NATIONAL ADVANCED DRILLING 
AND EXCAVATION TECHNOLOGY (NADET) MEETING 
JANUARY 17, 1995 
CONTRIBUTORS TO M I S S I O N  
STEVE BRODY 
ALAN WILLOUGHBY 
DAVE LAVERY 
DAVE M c b v  
MIKE MEYERS 
JOHN LEWIS 
JOHN MANKINS 
CHUCK WEISBIN 
. 
HQ NASA/SX 
NASA LEWIS RUANALEX CORP. 
HQ NASA/XS 
NASA JOHNSON SFC 
HQ NASA/SLC 
U.  OF ARIZONA 
HQ NASA/X 
JET PROPULSION LABORATORY 
P E R S P E C T I V E  
OVERSIGHT 
MISSIONS SYNTHESIS, 
ASTEROIDS 
PLANETARY ROVER PROGRAM 
LUNAR RESOURCES 
EXOBIOLOGY 
ASTEROIDS, COMETS 
ADVANCED CONCEPTS 
MICRODRILLS, ROSETTA 
REFERENCES 
* ASTEROIDS 11, EDITED BY RICHARD P. BINZEL, TOM GEHRELS, AND MILDRED 
SHAPELY MATTHEWS, THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA PRESS, TUCSON, AZ, 1989. 
* LUNAR SOURCEBOOK A USER'S GUIDE TO THE MOON, EDITED BY GRANT H. 
HEIKEN, DAVID T. VANIMAN, AND BEVAN M. FRENCH, CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY 
PRESS, CAMBRIDGE, UK, 1991. 
* MARS, EDITED BY HUGH H. KIEFFER, BRUCE M. JAKOSKY, CONWAY W. SNYDER, 
AND MILDRED S .  WTI-HEWS, THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA PRESS, TUCSON, AZ, 
1992. 
* MARS POLAR PATHFINDER, DAVI A. PAIGE, PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, 
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT Los ANGELES, 1994. 
* RESOURCES OF NEAR EARTH SPACE, EDITED BY JOHN S .  LEWIS, MILDRED S .  
MAT-IHEWS, AND MARY L. GUERRIERI, THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA PRESS, 
TUCSON, AZ, 1993. 
CROSS S E C T I O N  O F  LUNAR CRUST 
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I h e  upper lunar crusl ;  see discussion of n iegarego l i l l i  111 the  Iex I .  A s t ruc t i i ra l l y  d is tu r0ed lunar  crus1 I S  a1t.o i i i l c i i c c  
from seisnilc rneasurer i ients,  eg., f rom sound ve loc i ty  (V,) (rooksor el a / ,  1973) The t k p t l i  scale in the  f is i i rc i s  l i i~y l i iy  
unccrtain, because the total number  of la rgc  c ra lc rs  and  basins r cn ia ins  u i r k n o w i i  I l is t i ly  varia1)le dcp‘ l l i  ellcrls miis1 
C X I S I  iii ifiNererit regions, depend ing  on  (lie dcgrcc  l o  wtrlcll a n  area tias beer1 a l l r c l e d  by  I)asin sired inip;icls 
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D R I L L I N G ,  C O R I N G  AND E X C A V A T I N G  NEEDS - MOON 
PHASE 
I t  C H EA P I '  
PRELIMINARY 
EXPLORATION 
SERIOUS 
IN-DEPTH 
EXP LO RATION 
INDUSTRIALIZATION 
AND HABITATION 
MISSION DRIVER NEED 
* LUNAR ORIGIN & * CORING 
EVOLUTION >5 M (MARE) 
* BELOW >lo  M (HIGHLANDS) 
REGOLITH 
* LUNAR ORIGIN 
* INTO CRUST 
* FIND ORES 
* Lox PRODUCTION 
* UNDERGROUND 
HABITATS AND MINES 
* CORING 
>2 KM 
* I IELIUM-3 RECOVERY 
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CROSS S E C T I O N  O F  A COMPLEX LUNAR CRATER 
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of fractured target rocks 
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Basal breccia with melt, 
shockedand 
unshocked fragments 
Fractured, uplifted 
target rocks overlain 
by ejecta breccia 
with melt, shocked 
and unshocked fragments 
Uplifted, faulted, fractured 
and shocked target rocks 
with breccia and melt veins 
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POSSIBLE L O C A T I O N S  O F  M A R T I A N  GROUND I C E  AND WATER 
1 
North Polar Cap South Polar Cap 
3 - 8 k m  
Fig. 3 .  A pole-to-pole cross section of the Martian crust illustrating the theoretical latitudinai 
variation in depth of the 273 K isotherm. Ground ice can exist in equilibrium wi th  the atmo- 
sphere only at those latitudes and depths where crustal temperatures are below the frost point 
of atniosplieric water vapor (-- 198 K ;  Farmer and Doms 1979). Outside these locations, 
ground ice can only survive i f  i t  is diffusively isolated from the atmosphere by a regolith of 
low gaseous permeability (see, e .g . ,  Smoluchowski 1968; Clifford and I-Iillel 1983; Fanale et 
al. 1986) (Figure adapted from Fanalc 1976 and Rossbacher and Judson 198 1 . )  
'The gericral picture expected, then, is that  groririci 
ice will bc found fairly closc to tlic surfncc at high Iatitucics, 1,r11 o n l y  I i t i t i -  
dreds of meters beneath the surface near thc equator. 
D R I L L I N G ,  C O R I N G  AND E X C A V A T I N G  NEEDS - MARS 
PHASE 
I '  CHEAP ' I  
PR E LIMI NARY 
EXPLORATION 
SERIOUS 
IN-DEPTH 
EXP LO RATI o N 
MISSION DRIVER NEED 
* COMPOSITION (THROUGH * MICRODRILLS 
WEATH ERI ND SURFACES) (CM CLASS) 
* CLIMATIC HISTORY * 0.5 M ROTARY- 
* D R I L L  POLAR I C E  PERCUSSIVE DRILLS /A P P d '  
INDUSTRIALIZATION 
AND HABITATION 
* CLIMATIC HISTORY * UP TO 6 KM CORES 
* DEEP D R I L L  POLAR I C E  
* FIND ORES * ?  
* EXOBIOLOGY * NONCONTAMINATING! 
* INTO SEDIMENTS 
* INTO PERMAFROST * > 1 0 M  
* M'S - X lo1 M 
* BELOW PERMAFROST * 3-8 KM (FCN. LAT.) 
* WATER PRODUCTS * WELLS(?) >10 M DEEP 
* UNDERGROUND HABITATS * 10 M (?) DEEP CAVES 
-k AREOTHERMAL ENERGY? * ? X KI.1 WELLS(?) 
P O S S I B L E  HYDROTHERMAL S Y S T E M  ON MARS 
I 
Ash Bed  
I I spring Permoablo Basalt 
\ 
Crus1 Hot Impermeable Rock Permafrost 
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D R I L L I N G ,  
PHASE 
I '  CHEAP I '  
PRELIMINARY 
EXPLORATION 
SERIOUS 
I N- D EPTH 
EXPLORATION 
. 
INDUSTRIALIZATION 
AND HABITATION 
CORING AND E X C A V A T I N G  NEEDS - COMETS 
MISSION DRIVER 
* SOLAR SYSTEM ORIGINS 
* ROSETTA - SAMPLE 
COMET NUCLEUS 
* SOLAR SYSTEM ORIGINS 
* VOLATILES PROSPECTING 
* P ODUCTION OF PROPELL  
LIFE SUPPORT PRODUCTS 
* EARTH PROTECTION 
I 
NEED 
* 1-2 CM CORE, 
1 M DEEP, I N  I C E -  
S I L I C A T E  @ 120 K. 
UP T O  
* DEEP DRILLING IN 
HARD I C E  WITH FROZEN 
SIL ICATES & ORGANICS 
* MILLIGRAVITY,  LARGE 
SCALE MINING TECHNIQUES 
* BENEFICIATION OR 
MELTING O F  I C E  CHUNKS 
D R I L L I N G ,  CORING AND EXCAVATING N E E D S  
A S T E R O I D S ,  PHOBOS & D E I M O S  
PHASE MISSION DRIVER 
"CHEAP" * VOLATILES ASSESSMENT 
PRELIMINARY * CARBONACEOUS O B J .  
EXPLORATION * [IYDRATED SIL ICATES 
4 
SERIOUS * PLANETARY ORIGINS 
IN-DEPTH * NEAR EARTH OBJECTS 
EXPLORATION * MAIN BELT ASTEROIDS 
* PROSPECTING FOR 
PRECIOUS METALS 
____ NEED 
* "BULKY CORES" OF 
SOFT MATERIAL 
* ABILITY TO CORE DIVERSE 
OR VERY NONHOMOGENEOUS OBJ. 
- CLAY 
- ROCK 
- METAL 
* MILLIGRAVITY OPERATIONS 
INDUSTRIALIZATION * PRODUCTION OF PROPELLANT * MILLIGRAVIN, LARGE 
AND HABITATION & L I F E  SUPPORT PRODUCTS SCALE MINING TECHNIQUES 
* METALLIC CONSTRUCTION 
* EARTH PROTECTION 
P O S S I B L E  GEOLOGY O F  A D I F F E R E N T I A T E D  M A I N  B E L T  A S T E R O I D  
IIEGOLITH - 
DASALT FLOWS 
SIZE: 10-500 KM DIAMETER. 
NEAR EARTH ASTEROIDS ARE 
JUST SMALL FRAGMENTS OFF 
MAIN BELT ASTEROIDS. 
C O M P A R I N G  CARBONACEOUS A S T E R O I D S  TO C O A L  AND O I L  
Elemental Composiiion of Ash-free Organic I'hases" 
Re fcre I1CC 
- --____I C 1-1 0 N S 'Ih t . C/I I - -- 
97.4 15.9 1l;iycs 1967 c 1 Illctcor.itc 73.6 4.6 10.3 I .66 7.23 
C2 riieieori[e 78. 3.1 13. 1.7 4.2 100. 25.. Zinner 1988 
Oil Shale, K Y  82.0 7.4 6.3 2.3 2.0 100. 11.1 Smith and Jensen 1987 
Oil Shale,  U T  80.5 10.3 5.8 2.4 ! .O loo. 7.8 Smith and  Jensen 1987 
Bituminous, PA 82.4 5.6 9.0 1.6 I .3  loo. 14.6 Srnoot 1979 
Anthracite 89.4 3.8 4.6 1.1 1 .1  100. 23.6 Smoot 1979 
I-Ienv y Petrol eu in 85.3 11.0 0.5 0.4 2.8 100. 7.7 
L i g I1 t Pe t r o 1 e 11 m 85.7 12.7 0.3 0.2 1 . 1  loo. 6.8 
" All composirions are weight percent. C1 is Orgueil, water- and solvent-insoluble fraction only. (Content includes I .28% CI, I .3 I % 
F: may be conlaminalion.) C2 is Murchison. C I and C2 organic phases are obtained by HCI/HF digestion of inorganic phxes. Soriie 
iiiwlublc ltlincriil miiltcr rcniains, SO the ilbove data have been recalculated on tin ash-free basis. For i1 discussion on the IliItLlre i i n d  
origins of the organic matter in carbonaceoils meteorites, see Cronin et al. (1988). Petroleum data are for comparison only; derived 
by ; i t i l l lo r  frorii data in Peny and Chillon (1973) ii11d Criiyson and Eckroth (1982). 
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSTRAINTS 
FOR EXTRATERRESTRIAL D R I L L I N G  
LUNAR MARTIAN 
* HARD VACUUM * LOW PRESSURE 
* 1/6 GRAVITY * 1/3 GRAVITY 
* TENACIOUS DUST * MAJOR DUST STORMS 
* VERY ABRASIVE 
* ELECTROSTATIC CHARGE * ELECTROSTATIC CHARGE 
* OXIDIZING ATMOSPHERE 
* TEMPERATURE EXTREMES * Low TEMPERATURES 
* INTENSE RADIATION * INTENSE RADIATION 
* BIOLOGICAL ISOLATION 
ISSUES 
* LONG COMM DELAYS 
AND EXCAVATING 
SMALL BODY 
* HARD VACUUM 
* MILLIGRAVITY 
* OCCASIONAL DUST 
*ELECTROSTATIC CHARGE 
* GASEOUS EMISSIONS 
* VERY LOW TEMPERATURES 
* INTENSE RADIATION 
-k POSSIBLE COMM DELAYS 
V A L U A B L E  N E A R  T E R M  C H A L L E N G E S  
I 
* DRILLING & CORING TECHNIQUES FOR COMETARY ICES, AND MARTIAN POLAR 
CAPS 
* Low DISTURBANCE "SOFT BODY BULKY CORING" TECHNIQUES FOR CARBONACEOUS, 
OTHER SOFT ASTEROIDS, OR COMETARY CRUSTS. 
* TECHNIQUES FOR SEPARATING IRREGULAR ICE CHUNKS OFF COMET NUCLEI, 
ALONG NATURAL FRACTURE BOUNDARIES. 
* BIOLOGICALLY 'NONCONTAMINATING MARS DRILLS. 
* GASLESS, OR CLOSED GAS, LUNAR DRILLS. 
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Drilliw Research in the Fossil EnerPv's Oil ProEram 
New program in 1994 - reviewed research needs and developed a five-year 
implementation plan. ($45OK in FY94) 
Participation in the Drilling Engineering Association and Completion Engineering 
Association projects on a limited basis. 
Supported an ongoing project bv iMaurer Engineering on Horizontal Well drillins 
Support Industry selected pro-iects at the National Laboratories through the Oil 
Partnership Program. In 1994 and 1995 we supported a project on research for synthetic 
diamond drill bits and top drive rig failures. 
A congressional mandate was included in the FY95 budget to work with the University of 
Tulsa in the areas of production and drilling. The Statements of Work for that money are 
being developed. 
Support for a base program of research at the NIPER Laboratory. (S475K in FY95) The 
details of the base program are presented in the following material. 
Rhonda Lindsey Program Manager at Bartlesville Project Ofice (91 8) 337-4407 
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DRILLING PROGRAM @ NPPER 
Res ea rc h Pro j ec t s ($4 75,O 0 0 .) : 
Wellbore Stability 
Underbalanced Drilling 
Univ. of Tulsa - "Ad\i. Horiz. Coiled Tubing Drilling" 
RFP (Univ. of Tulsa): 
Drilling, Paraffin Control ($1,100,000.) 
Cooperative Research (CRADA): 
Amoco & A R C 0  - Wellbore Stability & Underbalanced Drilling 
Reports : 
A Review of Slimhole Drilling (9194) 
Report on State-of-the-,4rt in Wellbore Stability (6/95) 
Status Report on Modeling of Wellbore Stability (9/95) 
Status Report on Advancements in Underbalanced Drilling (9/95) 
Contact: 
Rhonda Lindsey - DOE Project Manager (918-337-4407) 
Herb Carroll - Contract Project Mgr., BDM-Oklahoma 
(918-337-4558) 
FNzPRESS-1 
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Military Technology Applied to Advanced 
Drilling and Excavation 
George A. Gazonas 
U.S. Army Research Laboratoly 
Weapons Technology Directorate 
Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD 21005 
The U.S. Army is interested in technology transfer 
of defense-related research to civilian applications 
such as those sponsored by the Department of 
Energy's National Advanced Drilling and Excavation 
Technologies (NADET) program. The NADET 
consortium consists of partners from industry, 
academia, and government collaborating to develop 
advanced drilling systems for penetrating/excavating 
hard rock. This article briefly outlines areas where 
the Army's research efforts may overlap with 
advanced driLling/excavation system requirements as 
outlined in the National Research Council's WRC) 
recent report: Drilling and Excavation Technologies 
for the Future (1994). The report concludes that 
R&D efforts should be focused on: 1) development 
of "smart" drilling systems capable of sensing the 
subsurface formation and responding in real-time to 
the variable subsurface drilling environment. and 2) 
development of advanced drilling systems that will 
increase the cost effectiveness of drilling by 
increasing the efficiency of rock removal, increasing 
the wearability of bits, cutter materials, and bearings, 
and by developing environmentally benign drilling 
fluids and reliable, low-cost downhole motors. 
The idea that military technology can be successfully 
used to enhance existing or develop advanced drilling 
systems is not new. The Soviets have experimented 
with novel (revolutionary) explosive drilling systems 
since the late 1950s where special explosive capsules 
were used to drill to depths of 2.8 km (Ostrovskii, 
1960). Drilling concepts using shaped charges have 
also been proposed; Robinson ( 1  962) suggmed  
detonating a gauging charge within a cavity initially 
produced by a shaped charge in order to widen the 
borehole to accommodate the descending drill suing. 
Godfrey (1970) described a method for excavating 
rock using massive concrete projectiles fired at 
hypervelocity (> 4 km/s) from a gun, and capable of 
excavating an 8-ft-diameter hole a distance of 400 to 
2,000 ft/day. In 1976,  Sandia Kational 
Laboratories, i n  collaboration with Tround 
International, Inc. proposed the development of a 
hybrid (evolutionary) "Terra-Drill" system that 
essentially consisted of a downhole 'machine gun' 
combined with a conventional rotary drill bi t  
(Newsom et al, 1976). A prototype system was built 
capable of delivering 50-caliber rounds to the bottom 
of a borehole at 6 rounddmin; penetration rates into 
Madera limestone were doubled using this hybrid 
drilling system as compared to those obtained with a 
conventional rotary bit drilling system. As these 
examples show, military technology has been 
effectively used in the past to excavate and drill into 
rock; however, there is little current commercial use 
of the technology, possibly because of the perceived 
low reliability and hazards associated with using 
propellant- or explosive-based projectile propulsion 
systems (Maurer et al, 1990). 
Thus, more than three decades have passed since it  
was shown that military technology could be 
effectively used to drill through rock. There have 
been many military advances since then that have 
enabled our military forces to maintain technological 
battlefield advantages in the areas of: 1) Interior 
Ballistics; 2) Terminal Ballistics; and 3 )  Exterior 
Ballistics. Several aspects of these three areas 
relevant to advanced drilling systems are outlined in 
the next section. 
Interior Ballistics 
Recent advances in the development of insensitive 
munitions, high energy low vulnerability (HELOVA) 
solid propellants, and liquid gun propellants show 
c' oreat promise for increasing the battlefield 
survivability of combat vehicles. Insensitive 
munitions research is focused on reducing the 
response level of our ammunition to enemy threats: 
the hazard mitigation thus achieved with respect to 
the rigors of the battlefield is  immediately 
transferable to the more benign oil field drilling 
environment. We could thus greatly reduce the 
hazard potential of advanced drilling systems that use 
high energy kinetic energy (KE) projectiles to 
fracture or penetrate rock. 
The fundamental contact mechanisms which lead to 
friction and wear underlie both the erosion of gun 
barrels and wear of drill bits. The interior surfaces 
of gun barrels are subjected to high rate deformations 
induced by frictional interaction with the projectile 
which induces mechanical wear of the gun barrel. 
Mechanical wear is exacerbated by the chemical 
corrosion effects of propellant combustion products. 
In drilling operations, similar wear processes are 
operative at the bit-rock interface as the rapidly 
rotating bit penetrates through hot geothermal rock 
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formations which are inhabited by highly corrosive 
fluids. Since drill bit life is the controlling factor 
governing penetration rates in geothermal wells, 
ways of improving bit life might be found based on 
collaborative R&D efforts involving "lessons 
learned" from our gun erosion research. 
Although interesting in concept, it is unlikely that the 
conventional gun barrel/borehole analogy is 
extendable to the degree that someday, surface 
launched projectiles will be used to drill deep wells. 
Many conventionally drilled wells are highly deviated 
as a result of drilling in anisotropic rock. The wells 
contain doglegs and ledges, and are often fluid-filled; 
these features would impede the motion of high KE 
projectiles during their flight down the wellbore. 
However, a hybrid drilling system that uses high KE 
surface-launched projectiles together with a 
conventional rotary grinding tool that uses 
compressed air, rather than drilling fluids to remove 
rock debris, could lead to an advanced drilling 
system that produces relatively straight vertical 
boreholes. The Army's emerging hybrid in-bore ram 
(HIRAM) propulsion technology uses a low pressure 
(750 psi) combustible methaneloxygenlnitrogen 
mixture to propel a projectile down a gun barrel 
using propulsion physics similar to that found in 
ramjet engines. The combustible gas mixture could 
be used to both propel the projectile down the well, 
and then remove the rock debris resulting from the 
impact. Boreholes drilled by hypervelocity 
projectiles should be straighter than boreholes drilled 
by conventional means, since the penetration 
behavior of solids deformed at high rates is governed 
by hydrodynamics,  whereas the penetration 
mechanics of conventional drilling is dependent upon 
rock strength and anisotropy. 
Terminal Ballistics 
Although of strictly military origins, shaped charge 
jet technology is currently widely used by oil field 
service companies to laterally perforate well casings 
prior to hydraulic fracture treatments; Smith and 
Keating (1993) report cratering velocities of nearly 
2.0 km/s in Berea sandstone using. GOEX, Inc. 
shaped charges. New shaped charge jet warhead or 
explosively-formed penetrator designs exist which 
could be used to improve upon the continuous 
explosive drilling systems developed by the Soviets 
in the late 1950s. Since the mid 1970s, the use in 
Army applications of large-scale wave propagation 
computer codes ('hydrocodes') have enabled Army 
researchers to develop prototype KE projectiles and 
shaped charges at reduced developmental costs. A 
similar approach might be taken in developing a 
hybrid rotary bit/explosive drilling system. 
Optimization of charge geometry, reduction of 
damage to the drill bit, and increased reliability could 
be achieved by shrewd application of hydrocodes. 
For example, a Lagrangian hydrocode simulation 
conducted by the author, shows that a linear shaped 
cutting charge, consisting of a mild steel liner and 
having an initial jet tip velocity of about 5 km/s, 
easily cuts through a l-in thick concrete slab in only 
10 ps (Figure 1). The model predicts an average 
penetration velocity of about 2.5 km/s in the 
concrete. Moreover, a standard M3A 1 demolition 
charge can produce a 3.5-in diameter hole, 5-ft deep 
in reinforced concrete (Table 1, pg. 42, Walters and 
Zukas, 1989). It is not difficult to imagine how such 
devices might be exploited to drill through hard rock. 
Improvements in the Tround system (Newsom et al, 
1976) could be made by using modeling techniques 
to optimize KE projectile geometry. material 
composition, and boundary conditions such as 
velocity. For example, hydrocodes might be used to 
simulate the impact and penetration of composite or 
ceramic projectiles into hard rock. Hydrocode 
computations, coupled with statistical experimental 
design, could be exploited to maximize projectile 
penetration depth as well as minimize projectile 
fragment size so as to eliminate deleterious effects on 
subsequent drilling operations. 
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Figure 1. EPIC92 Hydrocode Simulation Showing 
Features of the Concrete Cavity in the Vicinity of 
the Jet Tip After 1.2 ps (dimensions in meters). 
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Exterior Ballistics 
Conventional exterior ballistics research in the Army 
aims to improve the aerodynamic stability of 
projectiles in free flight, increase range, improve 
target accuracy and precision, etc. For example, 
current Army advanced artillery proc orams are 
directed at, among other things, improving projectile 
target accuracy based on making real-time 
comparisons of predicted and actual projectile 
trajectories using data from the Global Positioning 
System (GPS). Also under development is a system 
whereby sensors mounted on-board a projectile 
transmit via GPS near real-time video images of the 
terrain over which the projectile flies, to a ground- 
based station. These are examples of what in current 
Army parlance is known as  "digitizing the 
battlefield", and emphasize the importance of the 
need to be able to conduct real-time communications 
in modem day warfare. This motivates the notion 
that the GPS might also be used in developing 
advanced drilling/excavation systems. For example, 
in remote areas or in areas of extreme topographic 
relief, the GPS could be used in lieu of tedious, 
costly geodetic surveying. The development of such 
"smart" drilling systems would also require real- time 
data acquisition from geophysical sensors whose 
coordinate locations could be optimally determined 
with the aid of the GPS. Information from multiple 
oeophysical sensors could be collected and analyzed 
rn near real-time to provide continuous feedback to 
either remotely control or to provide information for 
autonomous control of the drill bit. 
The DOE'S NADET program provides a unique 
opportunity to transfer defense-related technologies 
to civilian applications such as those found in the 
drilling and excavation industry. We have briefly 
outlined a few areas where modern military 
technology could benefit the development of 
advanced drilling or excavation systems. We are 
interested in conducting collaborative R&D, and 
welcome questions and comments on the ideas 
presented in this article. Additional information can 
be obtained by mail: George A. Gazonas, US. 
Army Research Laboratory, attn: WISRL-WT-PD, 
Weapons Technology Directorate, Aberdeen Proving 
Ground, MD, 2 1005-5066, phone: (41 0) 278-6 194, 
E-Mail: gazonas@arl.army.mil. 
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